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SOUTHERN ALLIE – A MILLIONAIRE FOR MODERN TIMES 
With $994,934 in career earnings, Southern Allie will become harness racing’s newest millionaire if he wins 
Saturday’s $13,000 conditioned/optional claiming pace at The Meadows. Earning $1 million is always an impressive 
accomplishment for a Standardbred, but for Southern Allie, it’s a particularly noteworthy achievement; he’s the 
model millionaire for the sport’s modern times. 

The 11-year-old Allie’s Western-Pershing Angela gelding goes from post two in race nine for owners Martin Valentic 
and John Bednarski Jr., trainer J.L. Adams and driver Dan Rawlings.  

For most of harness racing’s history, horses have earned $1 million by excelling in stakes at 2 and 3, usually 
performing for a single owner or partnership. Then, quite often, it was off to a new career in the breeding shed. In 
recent years, tracks have enriched purses for overnight events to keep their equine stars racing longer. As a result, a 
horse that remains healthy and competitive can pile up earnings into his later years, though he may be doing so for 
a progression of new owners buying him at the claiming box. 

That’s the template Southern Allie has cut. At 2 and 3, he banked a respectable $51,410 in Maryland Sires Stakes. 
He began to shine at 4 when, for his new trainer, Ron Burke, he won a pair of legs in the George Morton Levy Series, 
finishing fifth in the final. Trainer Randy Bendis and his partners purchased Southern Allie privately when the gelding 
was 5. “We bought him in a package deal,” Bendis recalls, “and it looked on paper like he might have been the 
lesser of the two horses. He’s one of those horses who do all the little things right. He just aims to please. “He did 
go through a stretch when he had a problem with Lasix, and we had to take him off it. He’s using it again, so maybe 
he’s tolerating it better with age.” 

In the last few years, Southern Allie has changed hands five times. Trainer Mark Goldberg claimed him twice, each 
time for $20,000. “He’s battled it out every year and made decent money almost every year,” Goldberg says. “He’s 
been all right for just about everybody who has owned him. He’s the ultimate professional.”  Goldberg last lost 
Southern Allie via a $14,000 claim. “I wanted to (protect him),” Goldberg says, “but it’s tough to play the 
conditioned race game. If you wait until the horse gets beat enough times that he gets to drop down, the purse 
might not be worth the wait.” 

No matter the owner, no matter the race conditions, Southern Allie always has performed well. His best year, 
swollen by those Levy checks, was 2011, when he earned $233,330, and he’s never won less than $54,000 in a 
season following his freshman campaign. Moreover, he never takes a race off, an attitude that itself is worth a million 
bucks. 

Says Bendis: “When your day was going bad and things weren’t going right, you could count on him to go out and 
do his work right and do everything he possibly could to win. He’s a gamer. He never had a bad day.” 

Adams thinks Southern Allie can remain competitive for some time. “If you look at him, you’d never guess he’s 11,” 
Adams says. “He has four great legs, no soft tissue problems. He’s as good as he was last year at this time.” 

Whenever he reaches $1 million, Southern Allie will get a congratulatory blanket. Adams purchased it when the 
target came into sight. “He’s been a classy horse around here for quite a few years,” Adams says. “He deserves it.”  



 
 
RACE 1 – PREFERRED PACE 
 
1 – BORN OF FIRE – Made a first-over move last time, not the best route for him.  Nonetheless, he still 
only lost by less than 2 lengths, a very strong effort.  He’s a slow starter, so he’ll likely get away near the 
back once again today.  Hopefully he will be able to move with cover. 
 
2 – ALLBEEF N NOBULL – Has had 2 starts in this level, both 6th place finishes.  Just appears to be a bit 
overmatched in here right now.   
 
3 – NITRO SEELSTER – Stablemate of #2, this one steps back to the top level today.  Has won 3 in a row 
in the next step down, but finished 7th in his only shot at this group.  Has paced consistently in the 1:51 
range, so he can be a factor here if the trip works out, but will be a longer shot. 
 
4 – REGGIANO – Tried a new route last week, making an early move to the front.  He battled, but 
couldn’t hold of Phoenix Warrior at the wire.  All three of his local starts have been very good, but all 
three have been tough trips.  Hopefully he will be as sharp again today.  Hall had a choice here between 
this one and #4, and stays with this one 
 
5 – PHOENIX WARRIOR N – This one took 3 weeks off, requalified, and returned last week with a very 
strong effort, coming from last to first.  He may be the horse to beat again today.   
 
6 – STRIDE OF PRIDE – Took last week off after struggling two weeks ago.  Had won in this level in back 
to back starts, but faded to a 32.2 final quarter in his most recent.  He returns today after a week off, so 
let’s see how strong he is for his return.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  5-4-1 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – SAND TART PACE 
 
1 – AS TIME GOES BY – Both qualifiers were good, both on mile tracks.  Makes his first start on a 5/8 
today and gets the rail, a tough spot for a freshman.   Palone had a choice here and goes with this one 
over #8. 
 
2 – ROCKN PHILLY – Improved by 3 seconds between qualifiers at Harrah’s Philly.  Made a first-over 
move in the second effort, a very strong mile.   
 
3 – TWIN B SONYA – Has more experience than some of the others, with three qualifiers and one official 
start.  Has gotten faster with each mile, and paced a 27.1 final quarter last time.  Has shown early speed 
and closing ability.   
 
4 – SHE’S ALLRIGHT – Made a break with the lead in her first qualifying effort, then bounced back with a 
154.3 win with a fast last quarter on the mile track at Gaitway Farms last time.  However, that second 
qualifier was on June 11, nearly a month ago.  It’s hard to know what she’s been doing for the last 4 
weeks and if she is 100% ready to go today.  Gingras had a choice here and goes with this one over #6, 
so that could also be telling.   
 
5 – SEA PRINCESS – Another one that has gotten faster with each start, but last week’s mile, while faster 
overall, was the slowest final quarter this one has paced.  Tested the mile track last time, but may be 
better on the 5/8.    
 
6 – SWEET CHROME – Comes off a fast win in a qualifier at Harrah’s Philly.  Made an outside move, 
passed a few horses, and drew away late in a very strong effort.  Don’t be surprised if this one uses some 
early speed today.   
 
7 – CREW SOCK HANOVER – 2-for-2 in her career, posting an upset win here, followed by a win at the 
Lycoming County Fair.  Faces a tough test today, but certainly has earned the opportunity.   
 
8 – SADAYO HANOVER – Beaten favorite in career debut, but was beaten by an older horse with a lot 
more experience.  Faces all 2YOs today and should be a good fit here.  The only question is the outside 
post, but she handled post 7 in a 7-horse field in her first qualifier. 
 
SELECTIONS:  6-2-4-1 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – SAND TART PACE 
 
1 – BE BOP TINA – Finished fourth in career debut, so she has a bit of experience and she gets the rail 
today.  However, her fastest time so far is a few seconds behind some of the others in here. 
 
2 – SERENA SAID – Paced a quick mile at Philly last week in her first official start.  She’s gotten faster 
each week and the barn knows how to win stake races here. 
 
3 – LOUPHORIA – The owners created a stable in her name, so they clearly think she could be 
something special.  Qualified a winner at Philly after making a big move in the second quarter.  Hard to 
tell if she has the 1:54 speed that some others in here have shown, but it’s not out of the question.  
Gingras does choose to drive this one over #6.   
 
4 – ART LECTURE – Paced in 1:53.4 on the front at Philly last week, a huge effort.  It was her first career 
loss, counting qualifiers, so she knows how to win.  Let’s see how she handles her first stake test, but she 
should be a major factor in here.   
 
5 – JANET HANOVER – 1-for-1 in her career after an easy win at 2-5 last week.  Like many others in here, 
she’s gotten faster with every start so it’s hard to tell how fast she’ll be able to go today.  Definitely can 
be a contender in here.   
 
6 – PACE BABY PACE – Won her first qualifier, nearly a month ago, in a fast time on a mile track with a 
fast final quarter.  Came back a week later on a 5/8 mile track and made a break, and then took last 
week off.  She’s a bit of a mystery in here today off that break.   
 
7 – BESTSELLER HANOVER – The Canadian import has the fastest win time in the field, set on the 7/8 
mile track at Mohawk Park.  Went wire to wire that day, but also has shown that she can sit in the pocket 
behind a horse.  May get roughed up a bit going to the quarter, with 3 Burke Stable entrants to her 
inside. 
 
8 – SWEET CHERRY – The King Stable has had a lot of success with pacing fillies in recent years, and this 
one improved nearly 4 seconds between qualifiers.  The post position works against her today, but you 
can’t completely count her out.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  4-7-3-2 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – SAND TART 
 
1 – PHILLY HANOVER – Showed good closing speed and the ability to pass horses in both qualifiers, but 
may need a little more speed today.   
 
2 – WARRAWEE UBEAUT – Has done everything asked of her so far in her two Gaitway Farms qualifiers.  
The 26.3 final quarter the first time around catches the eye, so this could be your favorite in here.   
 
3 – HIP TO MY LOU – Another Sweet Lou filly, this one has had some issues with her gait, making breaks 
in her first two qualifying efforts.  She bounced back on the third attempt, pacing a quick mile, but the 
final quarter was the slowest of the four.   
 
4 – TEE’S SWEET RYDE – She has two official races under her belt, which gives her a bit of an edge on 
experience.  Her first effort was solid, coming from 18 lengths back at the half and pacing a 55-second 
final half mile.  The second time around, she was parked to the half and still pulled away for the win.  
She’s a sleeper in here, but you can’t overlook her.   
 
5 – MAGIC SPEECH – 1-for-1 in her career posting a win at the Lycoming County Fair in Hughesville, PA. 
She will need more speed to contend in this group today.   
 
6 – PASSPORT HANOVER – Has qualified three times, and there’s something to like about each qualifier. 
She’s a stablemate to a horse in the previous race, and that one appears to be the stronger of the two, 
but you never know, this one could be faster than what she has shown so far.  Palone chooses to drive 
this one over #3 today.   
 
7 – SYLPH HANOVER – Another Burke trainee that has done everything right so far.  Got an early start, 
qualifying over a month ago the first time, then came back two weeks later with a huge effort at Harrah’s 
Philly.  She will be a major factor in this group today. 
 
8 – SWEETER LULU – Posted a very fast win at Philly last week in her career debut as an 11-1 longshot.  
Has improved by almost 9 seconds since her first qualifier a month ago, and if she can pace in 1:53.3 
again today, she will be a contender.  However, the outside post certainly isn’t going to help her cause, 
as she may have to sit last and try to pass the field late.  While she was able to get by everyone in her 
first start, this group will likely prove tougher to pass.   
 
SELECTIONS:    2-7-3-4 

  



 
RACE 5 – NW 5000 PACE 
 
1 – VAGUE TRACES – Newcomer was in a bottom level event last week at Hoosier, but the race still went 
sub-1:51.  Even though it’s a class jump today, this one can’t be overlooked, especially when Hall had a 
choice among three horses and picked this one to drive.   
 
2 – CHAZMATAZZ – It’s been a couple of years since this one last raced, and while he’s qualified four 
times, he’s going to likely need a start or two to be able to contend in here.   
 
3 – HILLBILLYFAIRYTALE – Upset winner last week came from last to get the victory.  Moves up in class 
today.  Has had three starts in this class so far this season but has not hit the board as yet.  However, he 
may be a bit better right now than he was the first times he tried this level.   
 
4 – SAPPHIRE CITY – Classy veteran has earned over $1.4 million in his career.  He joined the Burke barn 
last year but makes his first local appearance in quite some time.  His last 2 starts need to be discounted.  
Two starts ago he never saw the inside, and last week he pulled up with broken equipment.  He can 
definitely win in here.   
 
5 – KINGOFTHEJUNGLE – Bounced back last week with a good mile, just missing in 1:52.  He’s back in 
the same class today, and should be a big factor.  
 
6 – QUICK ART – Drops in class after a third place finish, and has finished third twice in the higher level 
in the last 3 starts.  Logically he should fit very well in this group.  The big question is whether or not he 
will elect to challenge early and use some gate speed today.  
 
7 – ALLIES CRUISER – Comes off arguable his best finish in a while, only losing by ¾ of a length.  Has 
gate speed and closing ability, but isn’t likely to challenge early.   
 
8 – DEW N DOUGHNUTS – Ignore the start last week due to post 9.  Was a winner in a lower level last 
week.  He has the ability to leave quickly from the gate or race from behind, but with a poor post today, 
he may have to race from the back.  Wilder had a choice here and picked this one over #3.   
 
9 – RYCROFT N – I expected more from him in his local return on June 23, but he faded to 7th.  Took last 
weekend off and returns today.  Should be better this week, but draws the worst post in here.  
 
10 – TAP INTO POWER – Was bet to 1-5 last week in a lower level and got caught late by 
Hillbillyfairytale.  Today he’s back up in class and gets the second tier, so he won’t be able to get to the 
front early like he did last week.  Will have to work out a trip from mid-pack 
 

 
SELECTIONS:  4-5-6-1 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – 17,000 CD CLAIMING TROT 
 
1 – DEFIANT VICTORY – Was a 60-1 longshot last week and finished second, her best finish of the 
season.  She does have the ability to stay close to the front out of the gate, and can be effective in here 
with a conservative inside trip. 
 
2 – KANNECTIONS HONEY – I’ve been chasing this one for a few weeks now, and refuse to give up.  I 
think she’s had excuses in many of her recent starts, and she’s going to get a win at a price soon.   
 
3 – BAD RENTORS – Hard to pick against this one.  Has won 3 in a row, two straight from post 9, and is 
undefeated in this class.  Plus she gets a much better post today.   
 
4 – FAIR GLIDER – Showed good early speed last week, but then was shuffled back to 6th, so the trip just 
didn’t work out.  He could definitely be a factor here with the right trip.   
 
5 – SWEETASCANTAB – Drops into a claimer today, but is coming off a break last time.  Has the look of 
a longshot in here.   
 
6 – LADY JUSTICE – She moves to a claimer this week after a disappointing finish in a conditioned race 
last week.  She has posted some 1:57 times, so her speed would seem to make her competitive at this 
level.  She hasn’t been better than third all year, but the class change could make a big difference.   
 
7 – BRANDON MAN – Has only made 2 starts this year, but both were in a higher level.  Gets a class 
drop today but will still be a high price.    
 
8 – BLAMEITONTHEALCOHL – Hasn’t been better than 6th in a while now, despite posting a win in this 
class earlier this season.  The outside post certainly won’t help matters.   
 
9 – INNOVATIVE FORCE – This one is 1-for-1 in this class, a win on June 16.  Tried a tougher level last 
week and drew the outside post, so you have to ignore that line.  Returns to the conditioned claimer 
today, but also gets another 9 post, which will make it a bit tougher.  Can still contend, but won’t be the 
favorite.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-9-2-4 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – 10,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – DRUNK ON YOU – Tipped to the outside last week but tired badly around the last turn.  He’s had 
three starts now after a long layoff, but has gone slower each week.  He will be a longer shot today but 
still can’t totally be counted out.  A conservative inside trip might work to his benefit.   
 
2 – ALL MUSIC – This one makes the race tough to handicap.  Drops to the 10,000 level today just two 
starts after a big win.  However, last week he never got involved and tired in the stretch last time.  He’s a 
mystery in here.   
 
3 – INCREDIBLE DRAGON – Made up ground late last time, but wasn’t able to reach the frontrunners.  
Two starts back, he put in his best effort of the season.  Hasn’t gone faster than 1:54.4 in the last month, 
so he will need to find a little more speed today but he’s not out of the question in here.   
 
4 – HRUBYS N LUCK – Was moved up in class after being claimed at Pocono, and raced well from post 
eight.  Moves to an inside post today and should be one of the top contenders.   
 
5 – MR MUNSON – This one gets a class drop today in his second local start.  He had missed 3 weeks 
prior to last week, so expect him to be a bit better today for multiple reasons.  He seems to be better 
when he gets involved early in the mile, so don’t be surprised if he flashes some gate speed today.  
Merriman was asked to drive 3 different horses in this race and chose this one, so that’s another factor to 
consider. 
 
6 – MCJAGERSONTHEMOVE – Joins a new barn this week after two good efforts in the 7000 claimer 
that resulted in a claim.  He likes to race toward the front as well, so he could be affected by what the 
horses to his left elect to do out of the gate.   
 
7 – ALBIONKINGINFINITO – He was a 60-1 longshot last week and responded with his best effort in a 
while, which was also a class drop into this level.  He paced 1:55, which is right around where he had 
been, so the class drop definitely worked.   
 
8 – ST LADS FLIRT – Ignore last week’s race because of the second-tier starting position.  Two week ago 
was his best finish in a while, so he’s not out of the question here, but the post certainly doesn’t help.     
 
9 – OFFICIALLY YOURS – Last week’s winner in here draws the worst post today, which is going to make 
things difficult.  The last time he drew outside, he battled his way to the front but was parked to the half, 
putting in a game effort.  He could elect to move forward out of the gate, but hopefully he can avoid 
another speed duel.   
 
10 – COLOSSAL – He just hasn’t been able to crack the top three since returning from a year off.  He 
gets the second tier starting spot today so he will be at the mercy of the horses in front of him at the 
start.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  4-3-2-10 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – NW1 PACE 
 
1 – CAPTAINFABULOUS – Looked very good in his first official start and can certainly repeat his winning 
performance.  Showed a lot of maturity, being passed in the third quarter yet coming back to win the 
race.  Most horses, once passed at that point in the race, aren’t able to fight back.   
 
2 – ELUSIVE BUBBLE – Took a conservative route early last week after making a break in the previous 
start.  He responded with a good mile, passing a few horses late and getting third.  Will need a little 
more speed than he’s shown in order to win today.   
 
3 – WESTERN THUNDER – Paced a faster mile and a faster final quarter in his first effort.  Last week’s 
finish is a concern today. 
 
4 – NATIVE’S PRIORITY – Raced very well in his second qualifier on June 21, but then was scratched 
when entered last week.  That leaves him as a bit of a mystery today, not knowing what he has done in 
the last week as far as training is concerned.   
 
5 – ROCKY MEADOW – Won the “B” level PA Sire Stake at the Hughesville Fair two weeks ago.  It’s 
hard to tell how fast this one may be able to go today, but at least he has shown the ability to win.   
 
6 – DYLAN SAM – He put in a very good effort in his second lifetime start, pacing in 1:57.3  However, 
Dave Palone had a choice in here among the outside 3 horses, and chose off this one.  Merriman has 
driven him before, and got a fast final quarter out of him.   
 
7 – BURNING DESIRE – Palone’s choice in here, this one is coming off an easy qualifying win, but hasn’t 
quite gone as fast as a few others in here yet.  Still, you have to thin the speed is there, so he should be 
a major player here.   
 
8 – CLOSE TO THE EDGE – Made an outside move in the qualifier but lost a couple of positions in the 
stretch at Scioto.  Draws the outside post today, which certainly won’t make things any easier.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  1-6-7-8 
 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – NW 12,000 PACE 
 
1 – KNOCKING AROUND – His last 5 starts have all been very good, and last week he showed that he’s 
a contender at this level with a narrow loss in 1:52.  The rail post may not be the best for him, as he may 
end up having to move first-over today rather than get some cover, so that’s a big concern. 
 
2 – SOUTHERN ALLIE – He continues to edge closer to $1 million in career earnings thanks to a 
continued hot streak.  He tried the front last time and paced a 54.2 last half mile, only to get caught late.  
It was a strong effort and he will likely be a main contender again, although he may not try the front for a 
second straight week.   
 
3 – SOUTHWIND YUKON – This one makes the race a little tougher to handicap, as he’s a former stake 
winner that hasn’t raced since November.  He qualified well, but can’t really be expected to be 100% 
sharp in his first outing.  Still, he has the talent to be on the ticket. 
 
4 – ONE BAD NIGHT – Last week’s winner in this class off a perfect trip, he has the gate speed to get 
into a similar spot today, facing many of the same horses.  Merriman was asked to drive #4, 5 and 6 in 
here, and picked this one.   
 
5 – IMIDEAL HANOVER – This one moves up two classes this week, after a very good win in a lower 
level.  He has been in the top three in a majority of his starts, but this is the toughest group he’s ever 
faced.   
 
6 – BILBO HANOVER – He won his last Meadows start, but is up three classes from that level.  Has had 
terrible luck with post positions, as he hasn’t been inside post 6 for about two months now.  Has gate 
speed, but I’m not sure if he will test the waters in this group today.   
 
7 – ON THE VIRG – He has been very good the last 2 weeks after going through some breaking issues in 
recent months.  He also has shown some versatility, winning from a frontrunning spot two weeks ago 
then coming from the back last time.  He’s up in class another level today and draws outside, so he’ll be 
a higher price but could definitely contend with the right trip.   
 
8 – ROYALTYHASARRIVED – Had plenty of pace last week and responded with a good win off a cover 
trip.  He will move up in class again and has a top-3 finish in this level on June 2, but post position works 
against him today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   1-2-8-3 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – 20,000 CD CLAIMING PACE  
 
1 – DD’S COMET – Goes back to conditioned claimers today after a good 4th place finish in a tougher 
group.  He fits well in here, but the rail post isn’t the best spot for him.  Look for him to get away mid-
pack at best, and hopefully move with cover.   
 
2 – CATCH THE BOUQUET – She put in a big effort as a 25-1 longshot last week, using her gate speed 
well and getting into the pocket early.  That’s usually when she’s at her best, getting out of the gate and 
then staying on the inside as long as possible.   
 
3 – MASSIVE RISK – He dropped to this level last week and changed his racing tactics.  After going for 
the front in several other recent starts, he surprisingly raced from the back last time, but did it very well.  
He passed a lot of horses in the final quarter.  Whether he races from the back again today or goes for 
the early lead, I think he is a major factor in here.   
 
4 – PEMBROKE BADA BING – A proven winner in this class, he moves back into it after two starts in the 
10,000 claiming level.  He clearly seems to be better when he gets involved early and gets to the front.  
If he can hustle off the gate today, that could put him into a good spot early.  
 
5 – NOWHERETOBEFOUND – He was a 20-1 longshot last week and broke before the start, so it’s hard 
to read much from that mile, especially when it was his first start back after 2 months off.  May be 
conservatively driven at the start to avoid another break, but nonetheless expect him to be stronger 
today in his second start back.   
 
6 – GOLDEN ATTITUDE – Was bet to 9-5 last week, the favorite, in this group.  He got a slower start 
from the inside and never fully recovered from it.  With post 6 today, I think he should be able to better 
use his gate speed and put himself into a good place.  However, there is some inside speed that could 
cause a speed duel early.   
 
7 – INVESTED IN LINDY – This one makes the race tough to handicap, as he is dropping into the class 
for the first time off a private purchase.  Comes off a win in his most recent, but that was a perfect pocket 
trip.  He will need to work out a trip in here.   
 
8 – MON RIVER ROSE – This one has the look of a longshot, as she hasn’t been better than third all year 
long.   
 
9 – VECTOR – He was hard-used twice last week, using some early speed then trying to make a second 
move later in the mile.  However, it was his first start in 26 days and he just wasn’t 100% sharp.  Look for 
him to be better today, but he will have to overcome the outside post.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  7-3-2-6 
 
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – NW 7500 PACE 
 
1 – JUMPIN JAKE FLASH – Moves down in class this week, and was a second place finisher in his last 
appearance at this level.  However, Palone opts off this one today in favor of #6.   
 
2 – TODDLER TANTRUM – Won his last start, but is up two classes from that effort and is also coming off 
a scratch.  He’ll likely be a longer shot in here today.   
 
3 – V I P BAYAMA – Hasn’t raced since May 21 and the qualifier was good but not overpowering.  He’ll 
need to go faster than 1:56.4 today, but he certainly has the ability.  The big question is how ready he is 
after missing over a month.    
 
4 – DADDYOFEMALL – Another one that’s hard to handicap, as he was scratched from a lower level last 
week.  Moves up today and faces older horses, but he’s a stake winner that has shown plenty of speed.   
 
5 – LORD OF WINTERFELL – Dropped to this level last week and was bet to the favorite’s role at even 
money, but the fractions were quick and he tired late.  Still, I think he will try a similar tactic out of the 
gate today, but I’m hoping he ends up sitting in the pocket behind #6.  If he can work out that trip, he 
can get the win. 
 
6 – MAGIC MANNY – Last week he drew the rail and wasn’t able to get away on the lead.  He ended up 
having to pull first-over, which isn’t his usual style.  He still managed to pace in 1:52, a good effort.  
Today, with post 6, he will likely go for the early lead, which could put #5 in a perfect spot early.   
 
7 – FOREVERNALWAYS – Returns today after nearly 3 months off.  The qualifier was good, but he’s 
moving up in class and will likely need a start or two to be able to go the speed he will need to win in 
here.   
 
8 – LOUIE’S SO BOSSY – Moves to a tough group today and draws an outside post.  He has been racing 
close to the front in many of his recent starts, but I’m not sure that he will want to challenge early today 
given the amount of speed to his left at the gate.   
 
9 – ILUVTOMAKEMONEY – Stake colt faces a very tough task today against older horses from an outside 
post.  He has one recent start against older foes, and finished 9th at The Meadowlands.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   5-6-4-1 
 
 

  



 
RACE 12 – 12,500-15,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – TERROR O – Drops in class today after four efforts in higher levels.  His last start in this class, he was 
in for a 15,000 tag and took an outside post, yet was still able to post a win.  He should be a major factor 
in here today.   
 
2 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – Stayed on the inside last week and steadily gained ground, finishing third.  
He has put together some good efforts in recent weeks despite not being able to win.  He can once 
again be on the trifecta in here if the trip works out.   
 
3 – ROCKIN ROGER – Goes in for a lower claiming price this week and gets a much better post.  Paced 
a good mile last week but was just too far back to make noise coming home.  Should be much closer to 
the action today if not on the lead early.   
 
4 – FINAL JUSTICE – He has been with several stables this year but is just 1-for-20 on the year.  Comes 
off an 8th place finish last week, and has the look of a longshot in here.   
 
5 – PURDY SAM – Parked last week, he still paced in 1:54, not a bad effort at all.  Gets a new driver this 
week, and after getting roughed up last time, look for a more conservative trip here.   
 
6 – BEACH BOY BRODY – After his runaway 54 half mile three starts ago, he has been very good.  He’s 
the one to beat again today.   
 
7 – ARTFUL BLISS – Goes in for a higher price tag, so he willingly takes an outside post.  He’s 
competitive in here, but will need the right trip.  Has his 4th different driver in four starts.   
 
8 – MAYTIME TERROR – Lost at 4-5 last week, but it was still a very good effort off swift fractions.  The 
post works against him here but again, he went in for a higher price tag knowing he would end up 
outside.  Needs to avoid a 26.4 first quarter this week.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  6-1-8-7 
 

  



 
 
RACE 13 – NW 3500 PACE 
 
1 – LUCKY MILLIONAIRE – Last week’s race is impossible to judge, as he was parked.  However, he has 
only been on the ticket once in 10 starts this year, and will likely be a high price in here.   
 
2 – BEAS IDEAL – The only mare in the field, she appears to be overmatched in here.  Makes her third 
start on Lasix, but she just hasn’t shown the speed of some others in here.   
 
3 – STARTHIMUP – He has a ton of closing speed, but often finds himself too far back to make a winning 
move.  Last week he took advantage of a quick first half and the frontrunners got tired coming home, 
and he was flying late.  He gets a class drop this week, but regardless of the class, he’s always at the 
mercy of the fractions as he cannot get out of the gate quickly.   
 
4 – THE PEPPERONI KID – His last 3 finishes have been toward the back, but he did pace a faster mile 
last week than the previous start.  He will likely be a longer shot in here.  
 
5 – MONTANA PABLO A – He’s been a mystery in recent weeks. He was a top level pacer last fall, but 
has struggled since his return from some time off.  He has lost his last 2 starts by more than 35 lengths 
combined, but still has to be given some consideration today on his past success.  He could turn things 
around at any time.   
 
6 – HONEEMOON SUITE – Returns from Northfield after a tough trip there.  Showed some gate speed 
here on June 16, and while he lost positions in the stretch, it wasn’t a bad effort with a 29.3 final quarter.   
 
7 – BROOKLYN FLIGHT – Makes his third start back after a long layoff.  Showed improvement last week, 
going almost 3 seconds faster than his previous start.  He’ll be back in top shape soon.   
 
8 – CYRUS SEELSTER – He’s always a factor at this level as a closer.  Look for him to get away toward the 
back and pass horss late.   
 
9 – ZONE BLITZ – I like his chances even with the outside post.  He gets a class drop today and that 
could be enough to put him in the winner’s circle.  Hopefully he has enough gate speed to overcome 
the post.   
 
10 - DAFINATY – While he hasn’t won all season, he’s been relatively consistent, so you can definitely 
consider him for part of your Hi-5 ticket in here.  The second tier isn’t ideal, but he can race from the 
back effectively.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  9-5-3-8-10 


